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INTRODUCTION

The traditional definition of classical conditioning

is in terras of the classic experiment of Pavlov

—

"... the intake of food (UCS) by the animal
takes place sinultaneously with the section of
a neutral stinulus I'lhich has been hitherto in
no way related to food, the neutral stimul-us
(CS) readily acquires the property of eliciting
the same reaction in the animal as would food
itself." (Pavlov, 192?, p. 26)

However, there are some serious difficulties -'rith defining

the supposedly associative process, classical conditioning,

in such simple terms. These difficulties are of three

basic types. For most of the responses used in conditioning

studies there are few, if any, absolutely neutral stimuli.

Secondly, in addition to true conditioning, certain non-

associative processes are active in the conditioning

situation which 8,lso result in an increased rate of responding.

Thirdly, in most types of classical conditioning, the situation

is further complicated by the possibility of the spontaneous

occurrence of the "conditioned" response, vie shall briefly

consider the past research on each of these contaminating

fa.ctors.

Orienting Responses

Novel stimuli tend to elicit an orienting response;

and not infrequently, the response which is being conditioned

is one of the components of the generalized orienting response.

1
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Hence, the "neutral" stlnulus may elicit the very response

"being conditioned. This pheno:nenon has "been found in con-

ditioning of the eyelid (Hllgard, 193^) . galvanic skin

response (GSR) (Prokasy & Ebel, 196?) . salivation (Xotaki

& Mlyata, 1958; Pavlov, 1927) , and cardiac reflexes (Zearian

5; Smith, 195^^) • The orientir-g response component (OH) can

sometimes be distinguished from the true conditioned

response (CR) "by the form or latency of the response. Such

ORs have been isolated for eyelid conditioning (Eilgard,

193^) a-3. for GSR conditioning vj-here a relatively long CS-UCS

interval is used (Prokasy & Ebel, 19^7; Stex'fart, Stern,

Winokur, & Fredman, 19^1)

.

In most other cases it has been assumed that fne

novelty of the C5 is decreased over the first fev: condition-

ing trials or over a short series of adaptation (CS alone)

trials. Thus, by reducing the novelty of the CS , the likeli-

hood of the occurrence of the OH is assumed to be sufficiently

reduced as to eliminate the OR as a contaminating factor.

However, Korn and Welch (1962) have shown that, at least in

the case of the GSR, the effect of adaptation trials is only

partially effective and is also unstable. In the last half

of 25 light-only trials these investigators found a residual

response rate of 50"^. Although Kimmel and Goldstein (1967)

found a residual effect of GSR adaptation trials from one

session to another, their data still showed considerable

recovery between sessions. This latter finding suggests

that studies using more than one session vrould reauire
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adaptation prior to each session—the effects of such a

procedure would not then be clearly distinguishable from

partial reinforcement. Furthermore, it has been shoT/m by

Grant, Hake, and Schneider (19^8) for the eyelid response and

Carlton and Vogel (196?) for the conditioned emotional res-

ponse (CER), that habituation to the CS seriously impairs

conditioning. The results of Grant et al. (19^3) cannot be

attributed to the removal of the ORs since they compared only

responses of latencies longer than that of an OR.

It should be pointed out here that the eyeblink OR

to a tone has not been demarcated for conditioning in the

cebus monkey. It is possible that the response, if it

exists, may differ either in latency or in form from that

found in human eyeblink conditioning.

Pseudoconditioning and Sensitization

In addition to the difficulties mentioned above in

regard to adaptation, several studies have sho'ATn an increase

in both frequency and amplitude of the OR with the introduc-

tion of the UCS. This increment has sometimes been referred

to as pseudoconditioning (Martin, 19^2) or as sensitization

(Wendt, 1933)* The term pseudoconditioning viill be used here

in a broader context meaning all response increm.ents which

are not solely "a function of the repetition of the condi-

tioned and unconditioned stimuli in precise relationshir)"

(Hilgard ?c Marquis, 19^-0, p. k2) . Hull (103-^) used the term

alpha conditioning to designate the increase in size or

frequency of the unconditioned response (UCR) to the CS or



the reappearance of an ha'bltuated OH resulting fron the

presentation of the CS and UCS together. Several -cositive

instances of alpha conditioning have been reported for huiiian

eyeblinic conditioning (Bernstein, 193^; Grant & Adaiiis, 19ii-if;

Weber & Wendt, 19^2; Wendt, 1933) and for GSR conditionins

in humans (Gale & Stern, 1967; Stewart et al. , 1961; 7A"r.j,

Stern, & Fjeld, I966) . Hot-rever, there have been some

failures to find alpha conditioning in human eyeblink

conditioning (Grant, 19^3a! Hilgard & ?iel, 1937; McAllister,

1953a; Weber & Wendt, 19''+2).

Sensitization ma.v occur vrithout the pairing of the

CS and UCS. It ma^;- occur after presentations of the UCS

alone or after unpaired CS and UCS presentations (CS/UCS)

(Grant & Meyer, 19^1; Grether, 1937; Grosberg, 1962; Harlow,

1939; Harris, 19^1a, 19^1b; Martin, 1962; Sears, 193^;

Shipley, 1933: Wickens & Wickens, 19ii2; Zimny et al. , I966) .

The frequency of such occurrences of this tyDe of pseudo-

conditioning has resulted in the almost standard use of a

control group vrhich is presented both the CS and the UCS

but unpaired. There are some serious theoretical difficul-

ties v:ith the use of this as a control, however.

Zimny et_ al . (I966) and Frokasy, Hall, and "awcett

(1962) have sho^m very different performance in extinction

for 3s receiving: the CS and UCS unpaired and Ss receiving

the UCS alone. In both studies the latter group res-oonded

at a significantly higher rate. Zimny et al. explained the

difference in term.s of the Sokolovian hyDothesls v:hich
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stresses the importance of the significance of a stimulus

which is to serve as a Co ; according to this hypothesis

repeated presentations of the CS leads to a decrease in the

significance of the stimulus. The conditioning group (CS-

UCS) in both studies had a higher response probability than

the CS/UCS and UC3 alone control groups during extinction.

This could be merely because the response tendency is en-

hanced more by the conditioning process than by sensitization;

or it could be that when the CS and UCS occur together, the

CS falls to lose its significance (Jouvet, i960).

Re scoria (196?) makes the point that the CS may even

serve as a sort of safety signal in the typical paradigm in

which the CS and the UCS are presented in an unpaired

sequence. This occurs, according to Rescorla, because the

CS is only presented in the absence of the UCS. His remedy

for this situation is to present the CS and the UCS in a

truly random fashion with two independent programs.

There are yet other factors that may result in sen-

sitization of responses to the CS . Grant and his co-

workers (Grant, 19^+3^, 19^3^; Grant, 19^5; Grant & Norris,

19-^6; Grant, Norris, & Boissard, 19^-}-7; Grant & Norris, 19^4-7)

found a long latency UCR to a visual CS %^hich vras sensitized

by dark adapting S's eyes. The response, named the beta

response, vras very similar in form and latency to the CR.

Grant and Norris (19^7) V7ere able to differentiate between

the latencies of the beta response and the GR by comparing

latency distributions of Ss receiving conditioning trials in
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either light or dark. Studies since the findings of Grant

and his co-workers have eliminated the problem of beta re-

sponding by using light adaptation rather than dark adapta-

tion. Many studies prior to that time, hovrever, ^-ere

undoubtedly seriously contaminated by beta responses.

Spontaneous Responding

For several of the response modalities used in

classical conditioning there have been observed spontaneous

occurrences of the responses. Spontaneous responses are

particularly common in GSR conditioning (Korn & Welch, 1962)

and in salivary conditioning (Kotaki & Miyata, 1953). Ost

and Lauer (I965) found spontaneous responding of such

magnitude in their canine salivary conditioning that they

analyzed their results in terms of difference scores (Inter-

stimulus salivation rate - Pre-trial salivation rate)

.

Perhaps the limiting case of contamination by spontaneous

responding of conditioning phenomena is found in hesirt-rate

conditioning where the task is that of modification of the

rate of a continuous sequence of responses (Black, I965).

Spontaneous blink rate (SBR) has been the object of

attention in articles dealing with a wide variety of ex-oeri-

mental settings. Amon?; these are articles dealing with

visual-motor tasks (Drew, 1951) . ease of reading (Luckiesh,

19^-+6, 19^+7), illumination (Bitterman, 19^8; Fonder & Kennedy,

1928), humidity (Ponder & Kennedy, 1928), effort expended in

mental work (Bitterman & Solway, 19^1-6) , ease of seeing

(Luckiesh & Koss, 19^2), manifest anxiety (Doehring, 1957),



introversion-extraversion (Martin, 195^0 > neurotlclsm (^^ranks,

1963; Martin, 1958). muscle tension (Meyer, 1953). alcohol

consumption (Franks, 196^^), visual attention (Kennard §;

Glaser, 196^1-) , and instrumental conditioning; (Doehrinc; &

Ferster, I962)

.

Few studies, however, have analyzed the role of

spontaneous blinking in the eyelid conditioning la"boratory.

Primarily, the corrections for SBR have been indirect in

nature: Kimble (19*^7) used CS-only presentations as catch

trials during acquisition; McA.llister (1953ti) used subtraction

of the percentage of responses on the first block of trials

from the succeeding blocks; Prokasy, Ebel, and Thompson (1963)»

and also Poneau (195°) . counted as CRs only those responses

which overlapped the UCS onset; Planche and Grant (I96O)

corrected for SBR by fitting a straight line to their inter-

stimulus interval function and using the d.eviation from the

line as the corrected measure of conditioning.

Recently, SER itself has been measured in several

eyelid conditioning studies. Levey and Martin (196?) measured

SER prior to conditioning. It has been measured throughout

the inter-trial interval (Matt son & Moore, 196^-; Moore &

Ne^-raian, 196-^). It has also been measured during a 10 sec.

period im^mediately prior to the CS onset (Llt)kin & Moore,

1966). In another study the number of blinks every 60 sec.

irrespective of the "oresence of a trial was counted and

SER calculated (Deauz &. Deaux, 196?) . The SER measure for

Deaux and Deauz (196?) is correlated a ririorT with their
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measure of conditioning sines the foriner measure includes

the latter. Also, the pre-trial neasure of Lip-vin and Moore

(1966) •z.^'j not "oe wholly independent of th? conditioned re-

sponse frequency measure "because of the refractory period of

the iDlink apparatus.

Cook (1966) measured S3R for 60 sec. before and after

each block of 25 trials in an eyelid conditionir-g study

^cith cebus monkeys. Despite the crudeness of the S3H

measures and the fact that S3R fluctuates >:idely from moment

to moment (Dre-.'r, 1951: Ponder & Kennedy, 192S) , he still got

a correlation bett-reen Inter-trlal and on-trial responding

of 0.90 for acquisition and 0.95 for extinction. Both of

these correlations were highly significant. The high cor-

relations betvxeen SEH and frequency of CRs found by Cook

suggest that any effect which the experimental treatments

have on S3H will be of param.ount importance in determining

the frequency of CRs. Spence and Deaux (I966) and Deaux

and Deaux (I967) both found an increase in S33 in human Ss

x-j-hich were changed from CS-UCS to CS/UCS. Deaux and Deaux

(1967) also noted a significant difference in SDH during

acquisition between the four highest conditioned responders.

An experiment is needed which will allow the CR to

be defined, if conditionin,g is actually taking place, in the

attempts to condition the blink reaction of the cebus

monkey. Hilgard and Karquis (1936) in their attempt to

condition the rheouc monlcey reported data whic!i-were much

unlike that found in the studies oj Cook (I966) and FennyTDacker
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and Cook (196?) In the cebus and squirrel monkey. Instead of

the initial maximal level of responding and large wlthin-S

variation found by the latter authors, Hilgard and Marquis

reported a smooth sigmoid curve for individual Ss beginning

at an almost zero level of responding and increasing gradually

to a level of better than 90% over several days.

The low response rate found in the monkey eyelid con-

ditioning studies of Cook (I966) and Pennypacker and Cook

(1967) suggests that the CS may actually have some Inhibitory

effect which counteracts the effects of conditioning. Pos-

sible support for this hypothesis is seen in the finding

of Cook that for some blocks of trials SBR was higher than

the on-trial response rate. Mourant (I965) also found

evidence for an inhibitory effect of the CS in squirrel

monkey eyelid conditioning in that a loud CS produced con-

ditioning significantly inferior to that of a soft CS. All

three of these studies, however, had an additional result

which suggests that rather than a simple CS effect their

results reflected the interaction of the CS and the UCS. All

three studies showed an Increase in response rate for some

Ss in the initial trials of extinction. This phenomenon,

labeled inhibition of reinforcement by Hovland (1936) , is

not uncommon in human eyelid conditioning (Prokasy, 1958).

Hence, for a truly definitive study it is essential

that an assessment of the effect of the presence of the CS

on blink probability be provided. A measurement of the

degree to which this effect changes across time and with
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unpaired presentation of the UCS is also needed. Not only-

does S3R appear to require investigation as a potent

variable, "but the degree to 7:hich S3H interacts with all

of the above-mentioned effects seems to warrant consideration

as well. The rate of blinl-iing can be measured either during the

CS presentations or during a comparable blank trial—on-trial

response rate (On-trial RH) —or it can be measured during

the inter-trial interval—off-trial response rate (Off-trial

RR) . The comparisons outlined above require both On-trial and

Off-trial RR measurements for Ss receiving no CS , the CS

alone, and the CS and UCS—both paired (CS-UCS) and unpaired

(CS/UCS). To completely assess the interaction of the CS and

the UCS it is also necessary to include Ss which receive the

UCS only. Jensen (I96I) has pointed out that the use of a

2x2 factorial design with CS presence and absence orthogonal

to UCS presence and absence would be an efficient means of

assessing the Interaction of the CS and UCS on response rate.

The presence of such an interaction, depending on vjhether the

CS and UCS are paired or unpaired, can be taken as evidence

for associative conditioning or interactive (pseudo) condi-

tioning, respectively.

Additional important information can be derived by

following these different types of stimulation with condition-

ing trials (CS-UCS). This procedure would provide within-

S examination of the effects of the various other procedures

with conditioning. A measure of the effects of adaptation

to different stimuli on subsequent eyelid conditioning perfor-

mance would also be provided. If, for example, the CS is
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actually a source of response inhibition in the celDus monkey

eyelid conditioning situation, then the effect of prior CS-

only presentations on conditioning would not "be expected to

be the typical diminution in CR rate (Grant et al. , 19^8;
'

Prokasy et al. , 1962). Instead, the CS adaptation would be

expected to decrease the inhibitory effect and thereby enhance

the CR rate.

Presentations of the UCS alone have generally been

found to impede subsequent conditioning (Brimer & Kamin,

1963; MacDonald, 19^6; Taylor, 195^). However, instances of

sensitization caused by presentation of the UCS are not

uncommon (Brimer & Kamin, 19^3; Prokasy, et al. , I962)

.

Prokasy e_t al. (I962) , however, found the increment in re-

sponse rate due to sensitization to be short-lived as measured

by their extinction trials.



METHOD

Subjects .—The S_s were 20 male and 10 female cebus

monkeys ( Cebus alblfrans ) . They were jungle-born and ac-

quired from Tarpon Springs Zoo at Tarpon Springs, Florida

a few weeks prior to their use in the experiment.

Apparatus .—The restraining chair, programming equip-

ment, and recording method have been described previously

(Pennypacker, King, Achenbach, & Roberts, I966) . The chair

was modified by the addition of the headholder and bucket

seat seen in Figure 1. In addition to moving the microtorque

potentiometer used in recording S's eyeblink, the method of

linking the potentiometer arm to S's eyelid was changed

slightly. In the present study a piece of .01 cm. thick

copper wire was attached to the potentiometer arm by clipping

it in a small coil spring soldered to the end of the poten-

tiometer arm. The other end of the wire was bent into a

,33 cm. loop and t-nrapped with a piece of plastic tape. A

triangular piece of plastic tape ^ mm. high by 2 mm. v;ide

V7as stuck at its apex to the end of the wire and at its base

to the monkey's eyelid.

The experimental chamber was a Model -^Ol-A I.A.C.

soundproof room. A 60-v7att light in a conical reflector was

situated 30 cm. above and 35 cm. behind S's head to provide

12
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- 11 rrJ^^'J".
I^onkey Restrainins Chair and Keadholder. a)

V,-, /l^'^S^'^'i^'';,^^
Close-up View of the Seat, c) Close-upview of tne Headnolder,
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illunilnatlon of the chamber. In addition to the programming

and recording equipment described by Pennypacker e_t al. (I966) ,

a Schmitt trigger was added to the eyeblink recording circuit.

Ey means of this trigger all closures I.5 mm. beyond S's

baseline were automatically scored. A two-channel Texas

Instruments' printing counter and a half-second timer x-^'ere

used to record the approximate duration of each inter-trial

interval and the number of blinks during that interval as

scored by the Schmitt trigger. This method provided a

simple and fairly accurate count of S's inter-trial response

rate. Latency and form measurements of the intra-trial

responses were determined by analysis of the Grass polygraph

records which were obtained as described by Pennypacker et al.

(I966).

The CS was a 1,000 Hz, 65 db (re .0002 dynes/cm^) tone

produced by a Hewlitt Packard oscillator. The tone vras

delivered through two 10 cm. speakers—one mounted on each

side of the chair

—

1^- cm. from S's ears for a duration of

1,575 msec. The background noise level provided by a ven-

tilation fan was 55 db (re .0002 dynes/cm^) . The UCS was a

2.5 psi TDuff delivered for a duration of 100 msec, through

the system described by Pennypacker e^ al. (I966) except that

the source of air was a 2,^1-00 psi cylinder of compressed air.

The inter-trial interval ranged from 26.? to 31.7

sec. and averaged 30. sec. except for those Ss in the

CS/UCS condition in Stages 2 and 3. The range and mean

inter-trial interval for those 3s in the CS/ucS condition
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were halved to equate session length for all Ss. All

inter-event intervals and durations were controlled "by

Grason-Stadler programinins apparatus.

Design .—The design for the entire experiment is

diagrammed in Table 1. The experiment was divided into four

consecutive stages for purposes of explication and also in

terms of the theoretical problems involved. Across all

stages the three groups of 10 Ss were treated as three ran-

domized blocks. The ten female Ss x-rere all assigned to the

second replication. The sex effect was confounded with the

group effect.

Stage 1 was solely concerned with the changes for SBR

over time—both within days and across days. Seventy-five

consecutive measures of SBR were taken from each S for three

consecutive days. The basal SBR measured in Stage 1 was then

available to be used as a covariate to correct for individual

differences in SBR in successive stages of the experiment.

Stage 2 was primarily designed to assess the effect of

the CS and the UCS, separately as xrell as jointly, on SBR.

Stage 2 thus permitted the assessment of conditioning, pseudo-

conditioning, the effect of the presence of only the CS on

blink probability, and the interaction of these factors

with SBR. As is shown in Table 2, two different 2x2

factorial paradigms were constructed with CS presence and

UCS presence as factors. The CS and UCS can be presented

together either in a paired or in an unpaired paradigm.

The degree of positive interaction would reflect conditioning
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TABLE l-Overall Experimental Design

\Dcy

S3\



1?

TABLE 2

Factorial Paradigms for Stage 2

UCS
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in the first case and pseudoconditioning in the latter case.

Stage 2 included repeated measures on S3R and also on the

On-trial RR (response rate during CS or, for groups not

receiving CS , during a comparable blank trial). There is^ere

trials administered each day for two consecutive days. Ad-

ditional on-trial response measures -were provided at the end

of the second day of Stage 2 when Ss were presented 15

CS-only trials.

Stage 3 '-''S-S designed to permit a comparison of the

effects on "conditioned" response rate of the five different

treatments applied in Stage 2. The treatments applied in

Stage 2 continued to be applied to half of the Ss which

previously received these treatments. This procedure pro-

vided four control conditions: no stimulation; CS only;

UCS only; and CS/UCS. Both Ss in each replication which

received CS-UCS trials in Stage 2 continued to do so. The

two 2x2 factorials in Stage 2 hence became 2x2x2 factorials

in Stage 3« Again repeated measures were employed both

across days and within days.

Stage k, the extinction phase, was designed to detect

the actual effects on conditioning in Stage 3 caused by prior

treatment in Stage 2, with the control Ss in Stage 3 still

serving as controls of various types. Modification of SBR

by the current treatment was controlled for in Stage H- since

all Ss received the CS alone. The same two 2x2x2 factorial

•'-Because of an experimenter error the procedure
actually included these test trials only for Replications
1 and 3.
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models were used in the conceptaallzation and analysis of •

Stage ^ that had "been used in Stage J.

In conjunction with the development of the experimental

design a linear model was constructed for each stage of the

experiment which contained, in addition to the parameters for

Co presence, DCS presence, and their interactions, parameters

for the two time variables represented "by trials within days

(Trials) and days (Days) and the interaction of the time var-

iables with the treatment variables (see Appendices). The

model also Included a covarlate—either initial blinlc rate

or concurrent blink rate. The time variable was separated into

Trials and Days because of the rather typical finding that

carry-over from the last block of trials on one day to the

first block of trials on the next Is incomplete. The co-

varlate was Included because it provides a means of separatlr-g

the contributions to response rate of the different processes.

For example, the difference in SBR between two monkeys due

to pre-experlmental differences in general activity level can

be isolated from that difference in SBR produced by giving the

two Ss different treatments in Stage 2 by using the mean SBR

in the first stage, where all Ss are treated identically, as

the covarlate in the second stage. To assess changes in

responding which resulted in the bowing of the curves, either

within days or across days, rather than simply linear trends,

a quadratic parameter for Trials xms Included, and where

there were three days, a quadratic for Days. Furthermore,

since Trials was expected to change from day to day as asymp-

totic response levels were approached, parameters were
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Included which provided for the interaction of "^rials "by

Days. Interaction parameters were added for the time

variables interacting with the treatment variables since the

changes across time of the effects of the treatments were

expected to differ depending upon vxhich treatments vrere

involved. On the basis of prior experimentation the assump-

tion was made that the within-S and between-S variances were

not sufficiently different to warrant distinct parameters

in the model.

The different questions V7hich this study was designed

to answer can consequently be related to tests of coefficients

or linear combinations of coefficients in a linear model

fitted to the data. The empirical and statistical interpre-

tations of some of the questions are given below for illus-

trative purposes:

1. Do UCS presentations facilitate Off-trial RR?

a. Do Ss receiving the UCS (alone or with CS , paired

or unpaired) demonstrate higher Off-trial RR

than Ss not receiving the UCS after correcting

for initial differences in SBR?

b. Is the magnitude of the coefficient for the UCS

parameter significantly greater than zero in the

linear model with Off-trial RR as the response

and with the mean SBR for each S, as measured

in Stage 1, as the covariate? This question

would apply for models fitted to either Stage 2

or Stage 3 data in either of the factorial

experiments.
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2. Is there evidence of pseudoconditionlng?

a. Is the On-trial RR for the CS/UCS factorial

experiment greater for Ss in the CS/UCS

condition than can be accounted for by adding

the effect of the CS and the UCS alone after

correction for possible effects of treatments

on Off-trial RR?

b. Is the coefficient for the CSxUCS interaction

parameter significantly greater than zero for the

model fitted to the On-trial RR in Stage 2 of

the CS/UCS factorial experiment where the Off-

trial RR of Stage 2 is the covariate?

Procedure. --Throughout the course of the experiment

all Ss were housed in individual cages with ad lib water.

They were given their daily ration of Purina monkey chow

and fresh fruit each morning.

The order in which the Ss in a given replication were

used on a given day was randomly determined. The assignment

of Ss to a given treatment was also randomized. The 10 Ss

within a replication were assigned to one of the ten different

treatments depicted in Table 1. This outline determined which

treatment each S received in Stage 2.

At the beginning of each daily session, S was, placed

in the chair and the recording equipment attached. Prior

to SER measurement each S received three daily chair adapta-

tion sessions ^0 min. in length. Three days of SBR recording

were next obtained for each S. The 75 measures obtained each
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day were made during the inter-trial interval of 76 "blarJc

trials (average inter-trial interval was 30 sec.)t usir^g the

Schmitt trigger and printing counter.

In an attempt to obtain greater independence of the

Off-trial and On-trial HRs the off-trial measure '^^as stopped

2 sec. prior to the CS or blank trial presentation. In an

attempt to minimize SBR distortion by immediate consequences

of the UCS presentation the off-trial response measure was

not begun until 1.20 sec. after the offset of the UCS or

1.30 sec. after the CS or blanlc trial offset.

On the day following the third SBR measurement session

Stage 2 began. The Ss received 75 trials of the condition

to which they were assigned (150 trials for the CS/UCS

condition) on that day and also on the following day. In

Stage 2 one pair of Ss in each replication received either

no stimulation (NS) , the CS only (CS) , the UCS only (UCS),

the CS and UCS paired (CS-UCS), or the CS and UCS unpaired

(CS/UCS). The Ss receiving the CS/UCS condition actually

had 150 trials per day—75 presentations of the CS mixed

with 75 presentations of the UCS. The order of presentation

was CS, CS, UCS, CS , CS , UCS, CS , UCS, UCS, CS , UCS, UCS,

etc. A fixed sequence was used rather than the independent

presentation of the CS and the UCS suggested by Rescorla

(1967) because of the difficulty of measuring the Off-trial

RR vrhile using such a procedure.

After the prescribed number of trials on the second

day of Stage 2 fifteen CS-only test trials were given to
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Ss in the first and third replications. The interval

separating the treatment trials and the test trials was of

the usual inter-trial interval length.

The three days of Stage 3 immediately followed Stage

2. In Stage 3 one member of each pair of Ss receiving the

same treatment in Stage 2 continued to receive that treat-

ment while the other S received paired CS-UCS trials. Each

S continued to receive 75 trials per day (150 trials for Ss

in the CS/UCS condition)

.

The three days of Stage U- immediately followed those

of Stage 3. All Ss received 75 CS-only trials per day for

each of the three days. The inter-trial interval remained

an average of 30 sec.
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Hesponse Definition

Two different measures of "blink rate were used In this

study. The neasures differed x^ith respect to the lengths of

their neasurement periods, the time of measurement, and the

method of recording.

Off-trial P.H .—Off-trial HR was the measure of S3R

taken during the inter-trial interval. The mean length of

this measurement period was 26.8 sec. The Off-trial RR was

recorded "by means of the Schmitt trigger and printing

counter, the Schmitt trigger iDeing activated by a lid closure

greater than I.5 mm. beyond S's base line. During the course

of the experiment occasional difficulty was encountered in

maintaining a zero Input to the Schmitt trigger because of the

changes in S's lid position. Thus, the most probable error

V7as that of counting as full blinks mlnature blinks accom-

panied by an elevated base line. On other occasions, however,

the base line shifted in the other direction and responses of

1.5 s'ni. amplitude were not scored.

On-trial RR On-trial RR was the 1,600 msec, measure

of the blink rate taken from the onset of the CS to a point

30 msec, after UC3 onset or during a blank trial of comparable

length. For Ss receiving the CS the On-trial RR was always

2H-
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measured during the CS presentations, and for S_s receiving

the UCS it was always measured during the 1,600 msec, im-

mediately preceding the UCS onset. The On-trial RR was

measured "by visual inspection of the Grass polj^'graph record.

The criterion for an On-trial response was that the response

be at least 1.5 mm. over the concurrent base line. In cases

where there vrere more than one response per trial, S's lid

had to return to the base line "before the onset of the next

blink for the latter "blink to be scored as an On-trial

response.

Stage 1

Effect of time in chair on 53R .—As measured by the

Off-trial RR the effect of time in the chair on SBR is shown

in Figure 2. An anticipated trend in SBR across trials

within days did not materialize nor was there a change in

SBR across days. The coefficients of the linear and o^uadratic

parameters for Trials and the linear and quadratic para-

meters for Days were all nonslgnificantly different from zero

according to t tests performed on a simple linear model

fitted to Off-trial RR.^ An analysis of variance further

showed that the overall effects of Trials and Days were non-

significant.

Effect of between-S differences on SBR .—There was no

significant difference in overall Off-trial RR due to a

For all significance tests to be reported , cs = .05.
It is recognized that "because of the large number of tests
performed the power of the tests is reduced and reDlication
will be necessary before any conclusions can be made other
than those of a very tentative nature.
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difference in S's sex. There were large Individual differences

in Off-trial RR. There differences were statistically re-

liable, F (27, 232) = 13.000.

Stage 2

This stage of the experiment i-rs.s of a dual nature.

It not only provided a measure of the effects of the experi-

mental stimuli on Off-trial RR (Figs. 3 <^ ^) "but also provided

a measure of conditioning based on com"Darisons with control

groups—with the effect of the treatments on Off-trial RR

removed by covariance techniques (Figs. 5 & 6).

Assumption of single error component In model . --A

comparison of the within-S and between-S variance for both

the On-trial RR and Off-trial RR showed no difference between

the two. The F ratios obtained by dividing the wlthln-S

variance into the betx^xeen-S variance were nonsignificant.

Effect of UCS T)resentations on SBR .—The anticitsated

increase in Off-trial RR due to puff presentations was found.

The US, CS/UCS, and CS-UCS conditions produced higher rates of

responding than the NS and OS conditions (Figs. 3 & ^) . The

coefficient of the UCS parameter In the linear m.odel (see

Appendix A) fitted to the Stage 2 Off-trial RR with the over-

all SBR for each S in Stage 1 as the covariate was significant

according to a t test for both the CS-UCS factorial, t (117) =

6.653, and the CS/UCS factorial experiments, t (117) = 7.053.

Habituation of the UCS, a decrease in the facilltatory

effect of the UCS across trials and /or across days, is not
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seen in Figures 3 and ^. The linear model coefficients for

the interaction of the UCS with Trials, linearly or quadra-

tically, and with Days were all near zero.

Effect of C5 presentations on SBR .—There was found

to "be no reliable difference in Off-trial RR "between those

Ss receiving the CS a.nd those not. There was, however, an

Interaction between the CS and UCS in the CS-UCS factorial

e^iperiment (Fig. 3) which was not found in the CS/UCS

factorial experiment (Fig. ^) . The facilitation of Off-

trial RR by the UCS x\i'as markedly attenuated by preceding

the UCS with the CS. The different results for the CS-UCS

and CS/UCS factorial experiments appear to be due to the

difference in the temporal relationship of the CS and UCS.

The linear model coefficient for the CSxUCS interaction

parameter was significantly negative for the CS-UCS factorial

experiment, t (117) = -2.351.

To determine whether or not responding was inhibited

during the CS presentation attention must be turned to the

On-trial RR data summarized in Figures 5, 6, and ?. After

removal of the effects of differences in Off-trial RR there

remained little difference in responding under the various

conditions (Figs. 6 ic 7). Comparison of the NS and UCS

conditions x^jith the CS and CS-UCS or CS/UCS conditions re-

vealed no Inhibitory effect of the CS.

Pseudoconditloning .—Pseudocondltionirjr; v;ould be

evidenced by higher On-trial RR for the CS/UCS condition

than predicted by adding the effects of the CS- and UCS-

alone presentations. The CSxUCS interaction, or the lack of
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additivity of the CS and UCS effects, was negligible according

to a t test of the interaction parameter in the CS/UCS fac-

torial linear aodel (Fig. 7)

.

Conditioning ,—The carves in Figure 6 show that the

CS-UCS condition produced no divergence from the siinple

sunmatlon in the corrected On-trial RR of the CS and UCS

effects. If conditioning had been a slow process it niight

have appeared only as an increase across trials or days

instead of an overall effect since Stage 2 was only tvro days

long. Ar^alysis of the data also failed to reveal any gradual

deviation from additivity of the CS and UCS for the CS-UCS

factorial experiment. The linear model coefficients for the

CSxUCSxTrlals-linear, CSxUCSxTrials-quadratic, and CSxUCSx

Days interactions were all nonsignificant.

One could assume that conditioning would be reflected

in Off-trial RR as well as in On-trial RR through generalized

fear conditioning or some such mechanism. Then It could be

argued that using Off-trial RR as the covariate camouflaged

the measure of conditioning. Considering the On-trial RR of

the CS-UCS factorial experiment with no covariate makes it

possible to determine to what extent the covariate analysis

may have camouflaged conditioning. Dropping the covariate

ad;5ustment did not result in a significant increment In re-

sponse rate for the CS-UCS condition relative to the response •

of the control conditions (Fig. 5) as might have been expected

from an inspection of the Off-trial RR curves (Fig. 3). The

coefficients for the CSxUCS interaction and for the higher-
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order interactions involving the CS , UCS , Trials, and/or Days

parameters were all near zero.

Relationship "between initial S3R and subsequent Off -

trial RR .—The covariate used with Off-trial RR in Stage 2

was the mean SBR measure for each S in Stage 1. It accounted

for a significant proportion of the variance in Off-trial

RR. The results of t tests of the covariate coefficients

in the models were both significant, t (117) = 6.535 for the

CS-UCS factorial experiment and t (117) = 3.S57 for the

CS/UCS factorial experiment.

RelationshiTD between On-trial and Off-trial BR .—For

both the CS-UCS and CS/UCS factorial experiments a major

portion of the variance in On-trial RR could be accounted for

in terms of variance in the covariate. Off-trial RR. The

coefficients of the covariate parameter in the linear models

fitted to the On-trial RR of Stage 2 were significantly

greater than zero for both the CS-UCS analysis, t (117) =

12.396, and for the CS/UCS analysis, t (117) = 15- -^^^^6.

Stage 2 Test Trials

For the CS-cnly trials given at the end of Day 5 the

mean On-trial RR was .0^2, .250, .188, .^06, and .3'+i| while

the mean Off-trial RR was .20^, .J'iO, .2^1, .^4-08, and .267

for the US, cs , UCS, CS-UCS, and CS/UCS treatments, respective-

ly . The linear model used to analyze the data includes the

first seven components and the error component of the m.odel

in Appendix A,
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Effect of prior C5 presentations .—The analysis of the

test trial means indicates some inhibitory properties of the

CS. The Ss which had previously experienced the CS responded

more during the test trial after correction for regression on

Off-trial RH, than Ss who had not received the CS previously.

The CS parameter coefficient was significant only for the

CS/UCS factorial analysis, t (10) = 2.331.

Pseudocondltioning .—There vras no evidence of a

CSxUCS interaction in the CS/UCS factorial experiment. There

was, however, strong evidence for sensitization. In both the

CS-UCS and the CS/UCS data Ss with a prior history of UCS

presentations had a higher On-trial RH after correction for

regression on Off-trial RR than Ss who had not received the

UCS, t (10) = 2.870 and t (10) = 2.859, respectively

Conditioning .—There was no evidence of a CSxUCS inter-

action in the CS-UCS analysis of the test trial data.

Stage 3

For half of the Ss (Non-shift Ss) Stage 3 was a

continuation of Stage 2 (Figs. 8, 10, 12, & 1^). By com-

bining Stage 2 and 3 for the Non-shift Ss a five-day parallel

to Stage 2 is provided but vrith half the number of Ss. The

other half of the Ss (Shift Ss) received the CS-UCS condition

in Stage 3 (Figs. 9, 11, 13, & 15).

Effect of UCS presentations on SBR .—As in Stage 2

there was a noticeable difference in SBR in Stage 3 between

the Non-shift Ss receiving the UCS and those not receiving
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the UCS (Figs. 8 & 10). For the Shift Ss , who were all re-

ceiving the same treatment, there was no difference between

Ss which had previously received the UCS and those who had

not (Figs. 9 ^c 11). This effect of UCS presence resulted in

a significantly non-zero linear combination of coefficients

for both the CS-UCS factorial experiment, t (1^1) = 2.253.

and the CS/UCS factorial experiment, t (1^1) = 2.811, where

the linear combination represented the difference between

those Non-shift Ss receiving the UCS and those not.

Effect of CS presentations on 5SR . --Inspection of

Stage 3 Off-trial RR (Figs. 8 through 11) revealed no evidence

of an inhibitory effect of the CS on Off-trial RR. Inspec-

tion of the data did reveal a depressing effect of the CS

on the UCS facilitation of Off-trial RR for those Non-shift

Ss receiving the CS-UCS treatment (Fig. 3). The linear

combination of coefficients for the CSxUCS interaction for

the Non-shift condition was significantly less than zero,

t (1^1) = -2.577.

The On-trial RR in Stage 3 revealed a significant

difference between Non-shift Ss receiving the CS and those

not receiving it but no difference between Shift Ss who had

previously experienced the CS and those who had not (Figs.

12 through 15) . For the 6 Ss who received the CS/UCS treat-

ment in Stage 2 a within-S comparison vras available of On-

trial RR as measured during the CS and also during a blank

trial preceding the UCS presentation. Inspection of the

difference between these two measures revealed no effect of
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the CS on responding. Both of these findings can be construed

as evidence against an inhibitory effect of the CS on con-

current responding.

Conditioning and -oseudoconditioning .—Stage 3 produced

no evidence for either conditioning or pseudocondltioning

(Figs. 12 through 15). The CS-UCS and the CS/UCS conditions

did not produce higher corrected On-trial RR than did the

NS, CS , or UCS conditions either for the Shift or the Non-

Shift Ss. The conditioning paradigm did result in some inter-

esting increases in Off-trial RR. Of the 6 Ss which had

received conditioning in Stage 2, five showed an increase

in responding from the first to the third block of trials on

Day 6. All 6 Ss increased in Off-trial RR from the mean of

Day 6 to the mean of Day 7 (Figs. 8 & 9) . The probabilities

that these events occurred by chance are less than .06 and

.03. respectively (Walsh test, Siegel, 1956, p. 83). For

those Ss receiving conditioning In Stage 2, Day 8 was the

third day of conditioning. The Shift Ss demonstrated a

similar Increase on Day 3 which was also their third day of

conditioning (Fig. 11). Of the 12 Ss in the NS—CS-UCS,

CS--CS-UCS, UCS--CS-UCS, and CS/UCS--CS-UCS conditions

eleven increased in Off-trial RR from the first to the last

block of trials on Day 8. The probability of these increases

occurring by chance v:ould be less than .01 (Walsh test,

Siegel, 1956, p. 83). The joint probability that an Increase

in Off-trial RR on the third day of conditioning for both

these groups of Ss resulted from chance alone would, indeed,

be quite small.
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Relationship between Initial SBR and Off-trial RH In

Stage 3-—The covariate employed in the analysis of Off-trial

RR in Stage 3 '^as the mean SBR for each S in Stage 1. That

covarlate accounted for a significant proportion of the

variance in off-trial RR for both the CS-UCS analysis t (1^1) =

8.7^'^. and the CS/UCS analysis, t (1^1) = 5-^06.

Relationship between On-trial and Off-trial RR .—In

Stage 3 the Off-trial RR accounted for 59.^/^ of the variance

in the On-trial RR. The effect of Off-trial RR was significant

for the CS-UCS analysis, t (1^1) = 11.581, and for the CS/UCS

analysis, t (I'+l) = 12.9^^.

Stages 2 and 3 combined ,—The combined Non-shift data

do not provide any new insights into the data bat, Instead,

reiterated the findings of stages 2 and 3 when considered

singly.

Off-trial RR data .—The UCS produced a significant

Increment in Off-trial RR, t (139) = 7.6l8 and t (139) =

^.^'S2 for the CS-UCS and CS/UCS factorial experiments, re-

spectively. This facllitatory effect x^ras reduced by im-

mediately preceding the UCS with the CS. Such attenuation of

the UCS effect on Off-trial RR resulted in a significantly

large coefficient for the CSxUCS interaction parameter in

the CS-UCS factorial experiment, t (139) = -2.888.

On-trial RR data .—The combined On- trial RR data

revealed no evidence of an inhibitory effect of the CS

,

conditioning, or pseudoconditloning (Figs. 12 & 1^). As In

the analysis of Stages 2 and 3 alone, there was found to be a
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substantial contribution to the variance in On-trial RR fron

Off-trial RH. The covariate coefficient was significantly

greater than zero for "both the CS-UCS, t (139) = 13.997, and

CS/UCS factorial experiments, t (139) = 19.223.

Stage ^

All Ss received the same treatment in Stage ^—only

CS-alone presentations. The differences between the Ss re-

ferred to differences in the stimuli previously experienced

in Stages 2 and 3.

Relationship of SBR to Off-trial RR in extinction .—The

covariate, mean SBR in Stage 1, accounted for 3'^.^< of the

total variance in Off-trial RR in Stage ^. The amount of the

variance accounted for in terms of the covariate was signifi-

cant both for the CS-l'CS analysis, t (1^1) = 10.2^4, and the

CS/UCS analysis, t (l^ll) - 8.578.

Relationship between Off-trial and On-trial RR .—The

On-trial RR, after removal of the effect of regression on

Off-trial RR, is depicted in Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23. The

coefficient of the covariate parameter of the linear model

was significant for the CS-UCS analysis, t (I'^l) = 13.209,

and for the CS/UCS analysis, t (1^-1) = 1^.758. The covariate

accounted for 61.6;:?^ of the variance in On-trial RR.

Carry-over from Stages 2 and 3 . --Both Off-trial RR

(Figs. 16 through 19) and On-trial RR (Figs. 20 through 23)

in Stage ^ revealed no differences due to whether or not

Ss had previously experienced the CS. Only in the CS/UCS
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analysis of the Off-trial RR was there a significant difference

due to prior experience vrith the UCS , t (1^1) = 2.83^. The

Ss which had received the UCS in Stage 2, either alone or

unpaired with the CS , responded at a higher rate during

the Stage ^ inter-trial interval than Ss who had not received

the UCS in Stage 2 (Figs. 18 & 19). There were no significant

interactions indicating that either the conditioning riaradigm

or the pseudoconditioning paradigm had affected extinction

performance.

Other Behavioral Measures

Latency of responses .—Preliminary analysis of the

latency distributions of the On-trial responses with Chi

Square contingency tests revealed no differences due to

treatments and no trends through the stages of the experiment.

On the basis of these results more detailed analyses were not

conducted.

Struggling and emotionality .—A record was kept of

the behavior of each S during his removal from his home cage,

transportation to the experimental room, and placement in the

restraining chair. No differences were observed between Ss

receiving the various treatments or between the various

stages of the experiment. There was little evidence of

habituation to handling or placement in the chair. The Ss

showed a small decrease in fighting the chair during the

first part of the three days of chair adaptation. The re-

duction in struggling did not continue throughout the study.
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however. Subjects were straggling as much on Day 11 as

they x>rere on Day 1, the day following chair adaptation.



DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study was that celDus monkey-

eyelid conditioning performance was significantly influenced

by the Off-trial RR x^:hich was in turn a function of the type

of stimulation the monkey received. This finding is of

primary methodological importance for future classical

conditioning studies, particularly with the cebus monkey

eyelid response. For decades eyelid conditioning studies

have "been conducted with organisms ranging on the phylogenetic

scale from the frog to man; and these studies have, for the

most part, ignored off-trial responding. The results of

Stages 2, 3. and ^-1- clearly demonstrate that a casual obser-

vation of spontaneous responding prior to any stimulation

(such as the measure made in Stage 1) is not an adequate con-

trol since the spontaneous response rate may be altered by

stimulation.

The results from the studies conducted in human eyelid

conditioning using a measure of off-trial responding have

not provided a clear picture of the effects of the condi-

tioning or control paradigms on Off-trial RR. Peaux and

Deaux (1966) found a marked but temporary increase in Off-

trial RR upon increasing the UCS intensity during a series of

conditioning trials. They also found a significant and pro-

longed Increase in Off-trial RR when 3s were shifted from a

59
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CS-UCS paradigm to a CS/UCS paradigm. This result is in

contrast to that of Moore and Nevman (196^-!-) who reported no

effect on off-trial responding due to the changing of several

variables. Moore and Newnan failed to find any difference

in Off-trial RR between Ss receiving high or low UCS inten-

sity, 30-% or 100^0 reinforcement, and high or low CS and

inter-trial interval stimulus similarity. It is possible

that the latter result is due in part to the particular

nature of their experiment. The discrepancy betv^een the

results of Moore and I-'e^-nnan and those of Deaux and Deaux

suggests a need for further exploration of the interaction

of CS and inter-trial interval stimulus similarity with other

aspects of the conditioning situation. Another explanation

of this discrepancy is possible. Since Moore and Nex-man

used overall mean response rate as their measure of condi-

tioning, it is possible that their failure to find an effect

of UCS intensity manipulations on Off-trial RR is due the

rapid habituation to the effects of UCS presentations.

MacDonald (19^6) found that although SBR increased signifi-

cantly after only 5 UCS-alone -oresentations , after 50 trials

the SBR had returned to the initial level. In the Deaux

and Deaux (I966) study the effect on Off-trial RR produced

by a shift in UCS intensity was also only temporary.

The apparent differences in the effects on Off-trial

RR of the different treatments involved in the studies of

Deaux and Deaux (I966) and Moore and Newman {196>4-) emphasize

the need for large-scale experimentation in human eyelid
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conditioning oriented toward determining the interaction

of Off-trial RR with the variables which have "been tradi-

tionally manipulated. Such issues as the effect of the

ready signal on the unpaired-UCS -presentation phenomena (Kimble

& Ost, 1961) may find new interpretation in the light of

knowledge about the effect of unpaired presentations on

Off-trial RR. In addition to the increment in Off-trial RR

found by Deaux and Deaux (I966) when shifting to CS/UCS

presentations, the results of both Stages 2 and 3 in the

present study showed a significant dampening effect of the

UCS facilitation of the Off-trial RR by ^receding the UCS

with the CS. Those concerned with the issue of drive level

—

either anxiety level (Spence, 196^4-) or UCS intensity (Spence,

Haggard, & Ross, 1958) —on conditioning may need to pay

greater attention to the possible influence of Off-trial RR

on conditioning measures. The standard control procedure

of just rejecting those Ss who have an abnormally high SBR

(Taylor, 1951) doesn't seem to be adequate considering the

often found positive correlation between anxiety and SBR

(Doehrlng, 1957).

The strikingly clear demonstration of eyelid condi-

tioning in the rhesus monkey by Hllgard and Marquis (I936)

seems at first to be in contradiction to the results of this

study and the prior studies in this laboratory using cebus

and squirrel monkeys. The difference can not easily be ac-

counted for in terms of learning ability since, at least for

the cebus monkey, Xoch (1935) has shown that the cebus monicey
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performed in a comparable manner to the rhesus monkey on

several complicated problem-solving tasks. The difference

is possibly a methodological one. For the On-trial RR for

the six monkeys that received five days of classical con-

ditioning, the daily means were .281, .311, .310, A5^, and

.373. The increasing linear trend seen in these data is

significant, F (1, 25) = 6.2912. Upon correction for Off-

trial RR and comparison with the appropriate control groups,

this trend disappears and the acquisition data fail to pro-

vide direct evidence for conditioning. The linear trend

found in the uncorrected data in this study was much smaller

than the effect found by Hildard and Marquis (1936) , however.

Future experimentation should take into consideration another

methodological difference betx>xeen this study and theirs—
Hilgard and Marquis used a light for the CS instead of a

tone. The finding in Stages 2 and 3 that Off-trial RR was

affected less by the presence of the UCS when the CS pre-

cedes the UCS suggests that perhaps some sort of preparatory

response may be occurring in the presence of CS which

diminishes the noxiousness of the UCS. This attenuating

effect might be resulting from classical conditioning of some

response other than the eyelid reflex. Kimmel (I965) has

discussed the possibility of an adaptive aspect of classical

conditioning, and noted that UCR diminution is a frequent

phenomenon in classical conditioning (Kimmel & Pennypacker,

1962; Morrow, 1966). On the other hand, the acquisition of a

preparatory response could occur through instrumental condi-

tioning, A third alternative is available; it may be that
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the CS already elicits some sort of preparatory response

prior to the conditioning situation. This latter issue can

probably be most easily resolved by measuring simultaneously

other general responses such as the EMG or EEG. Measures of

on-trial responding other than rate or latency which would

not tend to be so completely masked by a high Off-trial RR

might provide not only the answer to the existence of a

preparatory response but also may demonstrate true eyelid

conditioning.

In GSR conditioning where spontaneous responding is

given more attention than in eyeblink conditioning the most

generally used measure is one of CR amplitude. Pennypacker

(196^) has found CR magnitude, or area, to be superior to

amplitude, latency, and frequency measures for a set of

eyelid conditioning data on which he compared the different

measures. Particularly for organisms with relatively high

Off-trial RRs some such measures should receive strong

consideration. If future experimentation continues to

reveal significant effects on Off-trial RR of the treatments

used to study conditioning, then increasing emphasis will

have to be placed in general on response measures other

than those related to frequency.

The Ss used in this study showed little or no

habituation to the restraining chair for the duration of the

experiment. The animals were still highly stressed when

introduced into the experimental setting on the first day of

the experiment and remained that way throughout the experiment.



This highly emotional state is not the state under which

conditioning trials are generally administered. This problem

is particularly serious for eyelid conditioning "because the

"blink reflex reflects general arousal level and is also con-

comciittant to struggling. Hence, a generalization from the

results of this study to classical conditioning as a whole

might be a serious over-generalization. The negative results

of the present study might be construed, however, as support

for the existence of an optimal drive level above which

eyelid conditioning becomes less likely to occur.

Jouvet's (i960) comments on the Importance of chronic

experimentation seem most applicable to cebus monkey eyelid

conditioning. If attempts at eyelid conditioning are to be

continued with the cebus monkey, techniques should be

developed which allow conditioning to be assessed in a situa-

tion to which the monkey has been more thoroughly habituated.

Either modification of the chair such that S can live in it

during the experiment or use of a free-ranging situation may

be involved. The latter possibility might be accomplished by

using Implanted electrodes which could be used to monitor EMG

and, also, to deliver a shock UCS.

The 15 CS-only test trials at the end of Stage 2 indi-

cated that there was an increase in On- trial RR due to sensi-

tization. The effect, if real, must be quite short-lived since

there was no evidence for sensitization in the Stage 3 shift

data or in the Stage ^ extinction data. The data were treated

in 25-trial blocks in the negative instances and in a 15-trlal

block in the positive Instance which suggests rapid habituation.
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Evidence against an inhibitory effect of the CS in

Stage 3 outweighs the small amount of evidence for it.

Furthermore, in the Stage 2 test trials there -was no clear-

out evidence of a UCR to the tone in either the frequency or

the latency measures.

The analysis of the Off-trial RR used in this study

indicated that, in general, the CSxUCS interaction was in the

opposite direction to that which one would expect if condi-

tioning had occurred and had "been reflected in Off-trial RR.

The finding that an increase in Off-trial RR did occur in the

CS-UCS condition vrith a certain temporal pattern poses certain

questions. A discussion of these questions may "be parti-

cularly useful in anticipating problems which may accompany

future use of the Off-trial RR as a covariate.

An hypothesis stating that the similarity in the On-

trial RR and Off-trial RR for the CS-UC3 treatment results from

both of them reflecting learning has certain Intuitive appeal.

If this were the case, the covariate analysis would be can-

celling the very effect which it is supposed to extricate. A

counter hypothesis, the one justifyir-g the use of the co-

variate ana.l?/sls in this study, is more complex and perhaps

less familiar. Involved are the assumptions that:

1. In addition to whatever else it measures. On-trial

RR measures S's operant level of responding as does

Off-trial RR; and

2. Classical conditioning, if and when it occurs,

results only in an increase in On-trial RR.
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The first assumption is not difficult to Justify logically.

Surely for the NS and UCS conditions the two measures are

equivalent. The other stimulus conditions involving the CS

should not destroy that equivalence unless those stimulus

conditions are altering the response contingencies. These

changes would then reflect the effects of the stimulus condi-

tions more accurately than the absolute rate of responding.

The second assumption must be Justified experimentally and

would require a rigorous analysis of the Off-trial RR.

The first hypothesis could be stated in terms of two

stages. Classical conditioning could be hypothesized to

occur first, thereby elevating the response rate during the

inter-stimulus Interval. This increased resnonding im-

mediately prior to the UCS could then result, through operant

conditioning, in an increase in the operant level of respond-

ing. There are several aspects of the data which are not

in agreement with this explanation. The above development

seems to imply that On-trial RR should not only increase

first but also, to whatever extent On-trial RR is a sample

of the operant response level, show a greater Increase than

Off-trial RR. The data show, instead, that On-trial RR and

Off-trial RR change together and the changes are of the same

magnitude. These aspects of the data seem to support the

alternative hypothesis involved with the use of the covariate.

With regard to that hypothesis if one argues that it is an

increase in the operant level that is being measured by

both On- and Off-trial RR , then it is difficult to exnlain
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why the increase occurred only for the CS-UCS condition and

why this increase had an apparently consistent time course.

It is known, however, that preceding the UCS with the CS

reduces the facilitatory effect of the UCS on the operant

rate according to the results of Stage 2 and the Non-shift

portion of Stage 3« If o^s assumes that CS adaptation acted

to reduce the attenuating effect of the CS , then the consis-

tency of the increase in Off-trial RR and the fact that Ss who

had the CS-alone condition in Stage 2 didn't show a marked

increase on the third day of conditioning in Stage 3 can be

accounted for in nonassociative terms. In fact, one of the

3 Ss in the CS—CS-UCS condition showed a decrease on the

third day of conditioning. This argument is not, however, in

agreement with the finding that the CS/UCS Ss in Stage 2

demonstrated a large Off-trial RR increase on the third day

of conditioning. Such an argument would seem to imply that

the increase in Off-trial RR would be more gradual—occurring

over each of the first three days of conditioning.

Future studies will have to cope ^fith these problems

for which there are no simple explanations. Studies con-

cerned primarily with SBR as affected by experimental variables

such as inter-trlal interval, the ratio of chair adaptation

time to length of the conditioning session, or, perhaps, UCS

intensity may be necessary to determine the nature of changes

in operant level daring the course of conditioning. This

study strongly suggests that future classical conditioning

studies will have to deal xvlth spontaneous responding and
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the problems that accompany it. Future studies must also

consider conditioning not in isolation but within a frame-

work such as that provided by the CS-UCS factorial analysis

used In the present study.



SUMMARY

It was hypothesized that in eyelid conditioning of the

cebus monkey spontaneous blink rate (SBH) was a variable of

considerable importance in determining on-trial response rate

(On- trial RR) and that it was in turn influenced by the stimuli

presented to S. The means used to assess conditioning vras a

2x2 factorial design with CS and UCS presence and absence as

orthogonal factors. The Ss were 30 cebus monkeys ( Cebu s albi -

frons) . Following SBR measurement, groups of 6 Ss each were

given either NS , CS , UCS, CS-UCS, or CS/UCS treatments for

tv:o days with On-trial and Off-trial RR measured. Half of the

SS in each group then received CS-UCS trials for three days

while the other half continued to receive the control treat-

ments. All Ss were then given three days of extinction.

The results of the experiment revealed a significant

contribution to the On-trial RR variance due to Off-trial RR.

The Off-trial RR was furthermore found to be significantly'

affected by the treatments used to assess conditioning. A

reliable finding was that preceding the UCS v:lth a CS de-

creased the facilitory effect of the UCS on Off-trial RR. No

significant interaction of CS and UCS presence on On-trial RR

was found evidencing conditioning or Pseudo-conditioning.

The results were discussed in the context of other eye-

lid conditioning studies which have measured SBR. Some impli-

cations for future experimentation x-jere discussed.
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APPENDIX A

LINEAR MODEL FOR STAGE 2

y = aQ + a-i_x-L + a2X2 + e.jX-^X2+ &i^x-^ + a^x^H- agx^ +

2
a^xg H- agx-;; + a^x^ + a-^QX^xg + a^L^XgX^ + a3_2^iX2X5 +

2 2
^13^1^7 •* aiZj.X2X7 + ai 5x^x2x7 + ai6^1^7 + ai7^2X7 +

2 2
ai8^1^2^7 + n9^6'^7 + ^20^6^7 "^ a21^1^6^7 + ^22^2^6X7 +

2 2 2
a23XiX2x6x7 +a2Zpcix6X7 + a25X2X5X7 + a26xix2x6x7 + e

X-, = -1. for CS Absent
+1, for CS Present

-1, for UCS Absent
2 +1, for UCS Present

"Vo =

Xo = -1, for Replication 1 or 3
J +1, for Replication 2

y. _ -1, for Replication 1 or 2
'^ H-1, for Replication 3

X£- = Actual value of the covariate

x^ =

x„ =

-1, for Day k
+1, for Day 5

-1, for Block of Trials 1
for P.lock of Trials 2
for Block of Trials 3

7 = 0, for Block of Trials 2

e is distributed normally with mean and variance (^

e^i^ , Bs independent, i = j.
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APPENDIX B

LINEAR MODEL FOR STAGES 3 AND ^

^7-6 + ^8^7 "• ^9"7 -^ ^10-8 + ^ll^^S + ^12'^l'^7 ^

2 2 7a-^oXgXy + a-j^/j^x-j^XgX,^ + a-j^rX-j_Xy + a-j^^XgX^ + ^\n'^\f-2 7
"^

^18^1^8 + ^'^19'^2^8 + ^20^1^2^8 ^- ^21^1^8 + ^22^^2-8 +

a23X-i_Z2X8 + ag^XyXg + a25X^xg + aggx^xs + ag^x^xg +

agg^ix^xg + a2oX2^7'^8 + a30-l-2^7''8 + a31^1^7^8 +

a32X2Xr;Xg + a33X3^X2X7x| + a3i^XTLX^xg + a33X2X^ +

a36^1^2^7^8 * ^37^1^7^? ^- ^38^2^?^? + a39^1^2^7^i +

^h^'^\^G + a^l^2'^6 + a/j.2X3_X2X5 H- a^3X5Xr; + . . . +

-1, for CS Absent
4-1, for CS Present

-1, for UCS Absent
2 +1, for UCS Present

Xt =

X

y.- -li for ReT)lT cation 1 or 3
3 +1, for Replication 2

-1, for Replication 1 or 2
h ~ +1, for Replication 3

Xk = Actual value of the covariate

X/. = -1, for same treatment in Stage 3 as in Stage 2
6 +1, for shift to CS-UCS in Stage 3

-1, for Day 1
^7 "^ 0, for Day 2

+1, for Day 3

-1, for Block of Trials 1
^8 ~ 0, for Block of Trials 2

+1, for Block of Trials 3

e is distributed normally x\'ith mean and variance cr

e^ , e^ indeTJendent , 1 = j.

7^
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LINEAR MODEL FOR STAGES 2 and 3 COMBINED



APPENDIX C

LINEAR MODEL FOR STAr.ES 2 AMD 3 COMBINED

y = 9.0+ a-]_x-]_+ ^2^2^^ aTX-]_X2+ aij,Xo+ atX;i|+ si^XH- ayX^+

i-LqX^h - " - "2^^8^6+ ^9^6-*- ^10-6+ ^11^7^- ^12^7^ ^13^1^6+

^l'!4--^l"'^§'^ ^l'5'^l-'^7^ ^\(i'^\rt^' ^17'^2^6*^ ^l8^2'^o'*'

2 2
^19^2^7+ ^20^2^7+ ^21^1^2'^6-'- a22'^lX2'^6+

^23^1^2^7"' ^2^'^1^2^7^ ^25^6^7+ ^26^6^7^-

agyxgx^ a28xi'^7+ a29X;]_^6^7^ ^30^1^6'^7^-

2 2 2 2
^31-^1^6^7''' ^32'^1^6^7''' ^33^2^6^7'^ ^34^2'^6^7'*'

2 2 2 2
^35^2^6^7'*' ^36^2^6^7'^ ^37V2^6^7'^ ^38^1^2^6'^7'^

2 2 2
a-TQ^]_^2'^6''^7''' ^^0'^1'^2''^6''^7*^' ®

X- = -1, for CS Absent
+1, for CS Present

X2 = -1, for UCS Absent
+1, for UCS Present

Xo = -1, for ReTDlicatlon 1 or 3
+1, for Replication 2

Xij, = -1, for Replication 1 or 2

+1, for Replication 3

Actual Value of the Covariate
Xr = -2, for Day h

-1, for Day 5

0, for Day 6

xg = 1, for Day 7

2, for Day 8

-1, for Block of Trials 1
Xr, = 0, for Block of Trials 2

+1, for Block of Trials 3

e Is distributed normally with mean and variance 0"

ej_. Independent of ej, 1 = J
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